Elimination kinetics of plasma exchange.
Interest in the therapeutic use of plasma exchange for various diseases is growing. The two different effects of plasma exchange are elimination and activation. The kinetics are linear for elimination by plasma exchange, but not for activation. Plasma exchange is performed intermittently and can be described by intermittent kinetics. According to intermittent kinetics, plasma exchange removes 50% to 75% of a substance in plasma within 1-2 h, corresponding to an elimination half-life of 30-40 min. Hybrid kinetics, a mixture of actually intermittent but theoretically continuous elimination by plasma exchange, can however also be applied. Hybrid kinetics are more convenient and more reliable than intermittent kinetics. This is because hybrid kinetics are based solely on the concentrations before each plasma exchange; hybrid kinetics also reflect removal from the entire body and not just from the plasma compartment. According to hybrid kinetics, the amount of a substance in the body removed within 3-4 days is 50% of the difference between the initial and the final plasma concentration, depending on the intensity of plasma exchange. The intensity may well contribute at least in part to the beneficial effect of plasma exchange in various diseases.